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Overshooting of Agricultural Prices in Four 
Asian Economies 

Sayed H. Saghaian, Mohamad F. Hasan, and Michael R. Reed 

ABSTRACT 

This article examines the impacts of monetary policy on agricultural prices in four Asian 
economies using time series analysis ancl graph theory. The estimations clearly show that 
ag r i c~~ l t~~ra l  prices overshoot their long-run equilibrium values for Korea. Philippines. and 
Thailand, and the overshooting for agricultural prices is larger than for rnanuf;~ctured pric- 
es. Impulse-response functions and variance-decomposition analysis based on  clirected 
graphs and causal structures highlight the complex interplay among the variables in the 
lnotlel and how those relationships differ by country. Money supply changes clearly affect 
real variables and relative prices for all countries either through overshooting 01- non- 
neutrality of money. 

K e y  Words: rrgric~~rlturrrl pric.es, A.rion ecotzotnir.~, dir-rc.ted grrrpl?.~, in~prtlse-~-c~.sl~o~z.rc~ 

,fi41zc~fion.r, rnat1uf2icf~1ring prices, rnorzefrrr?. policy, over.v/zootirr,y, ~~crritrrzc.e-&c.om/~osifioti.r. 

Agricultural economists have long studied fac- 

tors that move prices over time. In the last two 
decades they have been particularly interested 
in the effects of exchange rates and monetary 
policy on agricultural prices. The  interest in 
this topic has heightened because of the idea 
that monetary  shocks  might  cause  large 
swings (even overshooting) o n  agricultural 
prices. This is understandable given the prom- 
inence of monetary policy in niacroeconomic 
mnnage~nent. 

A number of empirical studies have been 
conducted to investigate the relationship be- 
tween monetary policy and agricultural prices. 
See for example Roberston and Orden for the 
New Zealand case; Taylor and Spriggs for the 

Canadian case: Bessler, Devadoss and Meyers 

for the U.S. case; and Issac and Rapach for 
the Brazil case. These studies showed a statis- 

tically significant relationship between mone- 
tary policy and prices of agricultural com- 
modity. 

Most studies applied the theoretical model 
developed by Dornsbusch who introduced the 
overshooting hypothesis to explain volatility 
in exchange markets and Frankel who ad- 

vanced Dornsbusch's model to a closed econ- 

omy. Frankel broadly divided the macroecon- 

omy into a "fix-price" manufacturers and 
services sector, where prices adjust slowly. 
and a "flex-price" agricultural sector, where 
prices adjust instantaneously in response to 

money supply change. Frankel found that ag- 
Journal Paper #01-04-3 1 of the Kentucky Agricultural ricultural prices overshoot their long-run equi- 
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issue for developing country economies, 
where there is usually a different structure 
with respect to agricultural and tinancial sec- 
tors. With respect to the agricultural sector, for 
instance, the government in developing coun- 
tries intervenes in agricultural niarkets with 
various policies that make agricultural prices 
stable and isolated froin world markets. With 
respect to monetary policies, it is also often 
the case that the government in developing 
countries heavily regulates tinancial institu- 
tions and markets through various policies. 
These include imposing a ceiling on interest 
rates. control of exchange rates, controls on 
the flow of credit and extraction of seigniorage 
through money creation to finance government 
expenditures (Leeahtam, Patrawimolpon, and 
Supapongse). 

The objective of this study is to investigate 
the effects of monetary policy on agricultural 
prices in four Asian countries (Korea. Philip- 
pines. Thailand and Indonesia) using contem- 
porary nonstationary time series econometric 
methocis. Specifically, we use Johansen's co- 
integration test along with a vector error cor- 
rection model to investigate whether agricul- 
tural prices in four Asian countries overshoot 
in an open economy. This stitdy adds to the 
empirical literature by applying the model to 
countries that have different structures with re- 
spect to agriculti~ral and tinancial sectors in 
the economy. 

Conceptual Framework 

This study uses a model similar to Saghairln, 
Reed, and Marchant, a theoretical model de- 
velopecl based on Dornbusch and Frankel's 
model. In this model another sector is added 
to Frankel's model so that agricultural com- 
modities are traded internationally. Agricultur- 
al prices and the exchange rate are assumed to 
be Rexible and adjust quickly to monetary 
shocks, but the prices of industrial goods are 
assumed to be sticky. The main focus of the 
paper is on the time adjustment path of two 
(tix and flex) prices and the exchange rate in 
response to an unanticipated monetary shock. 
The analysis is "short-run" in the sense that 
the exchange rate is determined entirely in the 

asset market with a complete abstraction from 
the details of goods markets and the purchas- 
ing power parity in exchange rate determina- 
tion. 

A general feature of the theoretical model 
is that agricultural prices and the exchange 
rate will overshoot. A monetary expansion re- 
duces interest rates and leads to the anticipa- 
tion of a depreciated currency in the long run. 
'These factors reduce the attractiveness of do- 
mestic assets. lead to  a capital outflow, and 
cause the spot exchange rate to depreciate. As 
Dornbusch explains, the effect of monetary 
expansion is. therefore, to induce an immedi- 
ate depreciation in the spot rate that exceeds 
the long-run depreciation, since only under 
these circu~nstances will the public anticipate 
an appreciating exchange rate and thus be 
compensated for the reduced return on do- 
mestic assets. 

In  this model agricultural prices will in-  
crease more than proportionally to the change 
in the nioney supply; they overshoot their new 
long-r~un equilibrium. For commodities to be 
willingly held they must be sufficiently over- 
valued such that there is an expectation of fu- 
ture price decreases large enough to offset the 
lower interest rate. The extent of overshooting 
of agricultural prices and exch~unge rate de- 
pend positively o n  the relative weight of sticky 
prices in the prices index, while i t  is a decreas- 
ing function of the relative weight of flexible 
prices (Saghaian, Reed, and Marchant; Fran- 
kel). The degree of overshooting also depends 
on the interest response of money demand and 
magnitude and speed of adjustment of agri- 
cultural prices. A high interest response of 
money demand dampens the overshooting be- 
cause i t  implies that a given expansion in the 
quantity of money will only induce a small 
reduction in the interest rate. A small reduc- 
tion in the interest rate requires only a small 
expectation of currency appreciation to offset 
it and, therefore, only a small depreciation of 
the spot exchange rate to generate that expec- 
tation. 

Characteristics of Agriculture and 
Monetary Policy in Four Asian Countries 

The agricultural sector plays an important but 
decreasing role in the economics of thc four 



Asian countries chosen in this study. The ag- 
ricultural sector in Indonesia accounted for 
around 35 percent of gross domestic product 
(GDP) in 1970 and declined to around 16 per- 
cent i n  1996. Meanwhile. agriculture's share 
of GDP in Korea dropped ti-on1 27 percent to 
6 percent over the 1970-1997 period, agricul- 
ture's share declined from 30 percent in 1970 
to l 1 percent in 1997 in Thailand, and agri- 
culture's share in Philippines contributed 28 
percent in 1970 and declined t o  19 percent in 
1997. 

While the share of agriculture in GDP cle- 
clined, the contribution of the ~nanufactured 
sector in the economy increased. The manu- 
factured sector's contribution increased from 
only 13 percent in 1970 to more than 30 per- 
cent in 1997 in Korea, and from 6 percent in 
1970 to 27 percent in I997 in Indonesia. In 
Thailand. manufacturing's share of GDP in- 
creased from 14 percent in 1970 to 18  percent 
in 1997. and Philippines manufacturing's 
share of GDP increased from 20 percent to 22 
percent in 1997. Thus there has been a dra- 
matic economic structural change in Korea, 
Thailand, and Indonesia as indicated by the 
declining contribution of the agricultural sec- 
tor and a significant increase in the manufi-lc- 
t~iring sector. The structural change in the Phil- 
ippines economy has been much slower. 

Despite the declining role of the agricul- 
tural sector in these econoniies, historically 
agricultural ~narkets were subject to govern- 
ment interventions with various policy instru- 
ments. These include price supports. input 
subsidies. provision of infrastruct~~re, and vur- 
ious trade protectionist policies. The oh-jec- 
tives of these policies were to protect the ag- 
ricultural sector and stabilize agricultural 
prices. The degree of intervention differed 
among countries, but generally domestic ag- 
ricultural prices were relatively stable and in- 
sulated from worlcl price fluctuations. 

However, in the early 1980s restrictions 
and controls o n  the agricult~~ral sector were 
lifted gradually as a part of econo~uic reforms 
adopted by governments. International pres- 
sures to open the domestic market. the imple- 
mentation of the Uruguay Round agreement, 
and macroeconomic instability have caused 

governments t o  relax their control of and in- 
terventions in the agricultural sector. In partic- 
ular, pressures from the International Mone- 
tary Fund (IMF) and the World Bank have 
forced these countries to gradually eliminate 
their control of the agricultural sector. The 
IMF launched its Structural Adjust~nent Loans 
(SAL) prograni in the mid- 1980s to help gov- 
ernments in these countries overcome their 
macroeconomic instability. As conditions for 
loans the IMF imposed some structural reform 
measures for thcse economies and reconi- 
mended stringent monetary and fiscal policies 
(Islam ancl Chowdhury). Import tariffs have 
been reduced, export taxes have been re- 
moved. and the distribution and trade of ag- 
ricultural products have been lifted gradually. 
Therefore, domestic agricult~~ral prices have 
been subject to the same fluctuations as world 
PI-ices in recent years. 

As in the case of the agricultural sector be- 
fore the early 1980s. the conduct of monetary 
policy in these countries was chal-actevized by 
heavy financial regulations including interest 
rate regulations. credit allocation contsols. ex- 
plicit and implicit taxes, and international cap- 
ital controls. In addition, domestic titiancial 
systems often became an important source for 
financing fiscal deficits due to the govern- 
ment's inability to raise revenue from more 
conventional sources, such as income and 
propcrty taxes. Domcstic monetary policy was 
also closely coordinated with exchange rate 
policy to maintain a relatively stable but ovcr- 
valued exchange rate. In effect, these policies 
have insulated these economies from the 
world. 

Since the mid- 1970s, however, these coun- 
tries have liberalized their domestic financial 
systems and the way they conduct monetary 
policy. Interest rate controls have been re- 
laxed, the allocation of credit for special pro- 
vision (at preferential rates) has gradually been 
removed, and capital flows have heen loos- 
ened. Along with these changes, there has 
been a move in exchange rate policy from 
fixed toward a managed floating exchange rate 
regime. As a result, financial institutions in 
these countries have become mor-e mill-ket uri- 
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ented and more integrated with the world 
economy. 

Econometric Model Development and 
Empirical Results 

The empirical model underlying this study is 
built on the existing theoretical literature (Sag- 
haian. Reed, and Marchant). First, we relax the 
closed-economy assumption by adding the ex- 
change rate variables into the model. Thus we 
have four variables in the model: agricultural 
prices, manufactured prices, rnoney supply 
and exchange rate. This is an extension o f  Or- 
den and Fackler's model. Second, we build on 
Robertson and Orden's co-integration ap- 
proach by using Johansen's tllethod of esti- 
mation. Empirically, the first difference of 
each variable is represented as a function of 
its own lagged value, the lagged values of the 
other variables, and the co-integration equa- 
tion. 

Given the nature of the underlying data se- 
ries, we first conduct stationary tests of the 
series using the augmented Dickey-Fuller test. 
Second, we perform a co-integration test to 
determine whether there exists a long-run re- 
lationship among the series in the system. Ii~. 
the series is integrated but not co-integratetl, a 
VAR (Vector Autoregressive Model) is appro- 
priate. If' the series is integrated and co-inte- 
grated. a VEC (Vector Error Correction Mod- 
el) is more appropriate to characterize the 
multivariate relationships among the series in 
each commodity (Ali; Enders; Engle and 
Granger). Finally, we specify a vector error 
correction model or a vector autoregressive 
tnodel and conduct hypothesis testing within 
this framework. This is followed by calcula- 
tion of the impulse response functions and var- 
iance deco~nposition analysis. 

Monthly time series price data are collected 
from 1985:O 1 to 1997:07 for agricultural and 
manufacturing prices. exchange rate. and mon- 
ey supply in the four countries. Data for ex- 
change rates and money fupply come from In- 
ternational Financial Statistics published b y  

International Monetary Fund (IMF) while data 
on agricultural and manufacturing prices index 
come from the Central Bureau of Statistics in 
each country. Descriptive statistics may be 
found in Table 1 .  

An aug~nerlted Dickey-Fuller (ADF) test is 
used to determine the order of integration of 
each unival-iate series. This test involves run- 
ning a regression of the tirst difference of the 
series against the series lagged one period, lag 
difference terms. and a constant as follows: 

where AZ, is the first difference of the time 
series. 

The results of the unit-root test are esti- 
mated by OLS and presented in Table 2. The 
second colurnn of Table 2 s~r~nmarizes the 
ADF test results for each original variable, 
while the third column presents the results for 
the first difference of each series. The second 
column of Table 2 shows that we failed to re- 
ject the null hypothesis of zero first-order au- 
tocorrelation at the 5-percent level of signifi- 
cance using the Durbin-Watson hounds test for 
each country. As shown in the second column 
uf Table 2, the Augmented Dickey-Fuller 
(ADF) test statistics, in absolute value. for 
rnost series are smaller than the critical value. 
Given the MacKinnon critical value, the null 
hypothesis cannot be rejected meaning that 
those series are nun-stationary. 

Based on the ADF test results, all series 
need to be transformed to make them stationary 
because one II ILIS~ work with identical orders of 
integration for each series. The right-n~ost col- 
umn of Table 2 gives the results of the ADF 
test for the first difference transfor~nation of the 
series. As shown, we are able to reject the null 
hypothesis and conclude that each series be- 
comes stationary after first differencing. Based 
on this we conclude that each series is an in- 
tegrated PI-ocess of order 1 or I(1). 

Johat wen 's Cointegrcrtiorl Tests 

Based on the ADF test. co-integration is pos- 
sible because most of the series are an inte- 
grated process of order 1 or [ ( I ) .  Co-integration 



Table 1. Descriptive Statistics of Continuous Variables in  the Empirical Model 

Standard 
Variable Mean Deviation Minim~lm Maximum 

Korea. 1985:Ol-1997:07 

Agricult~lrnl Prices 
Manufacturing Prices 
Exchange Kate,' 
Money Supply, M 1 

Philippines. 1987:O I 1  997:06 

Apricult~~ral Priccs 
Man~~factul.ing Prices 
Exchange Rate" 
Money Supply 

Thailand. IYX5:O I-I997:06 

Agricultural PI-ices 
Manufacturing Prices 
Exchange l i n te~ '  

Money Supply 

Indonesi~r. I988:OI 1997:Oh 

Agricultural Price5 
Man~~filcti~ring Priccs 
Exchange Rate.' 
Money Supply 

.' Real weighted average domestic currency per U.S. doll;~r 

tests [vere performed using Johansen's method. 
The Johansen co-integration test is designed to 
determine whether the series are co-integrated 
and t o  determine the co-integrating rank, r, the 
n~~rnber  o f  co-integrating vectors in the system 
 sing the likelihood ratio (LR) (Holder and 
Perman: Vickner and Davis). 

Theoretically, the rank r  can be at most one 
less than the number of endogenous variables 
in the model. Two null hypotheses are tested 
in the co-integration tests. First, the null hy- 
pothesis that the series has no equilibrium con- 
dition or no co-integration. Second, the null 
hypothesis of r  co-integrating vectors against 
the alternative hypothesis that r  + 1 co-inte- 
grating vectors. In each test the null hypoth- 
esis is rejected if the test statistic is larger than 
the critical value. 

esis tlictt the co-integrating rank of the system 
is at most 3 at the 5-percent level. Thus, there 
exists n stationary, linear combination among 
agricultural prices, manufact~~ring prices, ex- 
chitnge rate and money supply i n  the Korea 
and Philippines models. For Thailand, we re- 
ject the null hypothesis that r = 0, and r  5 I .  
but fail to reject the null hypothesis that the 
co-integrating rank of the system is at most 2 
at the 5-percent level. This means that there 
exists a long-run stationary relationship 
among agricultural prices, manufacturing pric- 
es. and money supply in the Thailand model. 
For Indonesia we fail to re-ject the null hy- 
pothesis that there is no co-integration among 
four variables, which implies that there is no 
long-run relationship between money supply 
and agricultural price. 

Table 3 presents the of co-integra- Vector Au~oregl .e~rjr ,e  Mode[ ( V A R )  clrld 
tion tests for each country. For Korea and v , , .~ ,~  E rrc) ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ , ~ i ~ , ~  ~~~l~, ( V E C )  
Philippines we reject the null hypothesis that 
r = 0, r  5 1, and r  5 2 at the 5-percent level. The Johansen's co-integration test concluded 
However, we failed to reject the null hypoth- that except for Indonesia the series are co-in- 
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Table 2. Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF)" Test Results 

Tesr Results 1br 
Test Results Ibr Variables after 

Variable Variables in Levels First-Di tl'erencing 

Korea, 1985:O 1-1 997.07 

Agricultul-a1 Prices 
Manufactirring Pricev 
Exchange Rate,' 
Money Supply. MI 

Philippines. I987:O 1-1 907:06 

Agric~rltural Prices 
Manulacturing Price> 
Exchange Kate,' 
Money Supply. M 1 

Thailand, 1085:O I - 1997:Oh 

Agricultural Price\ 
Manufacti~ring Price\ 
Exchange Rate,' 
Money Supply, MI 

Inclonesia. 1088:O 1 - 1  997:06 

Agric~rlt~~ral Prices -3.1 1 (, , 1 9 :i: " :+ 
Manufi~cturing Prices -1.18 5 , 8 6 4: :': 

Exchange Rate' -2.04 -7.05::::1::,: 
Money Supply, MI - I .74 - 

(,, 8(,:,: :I: ::: 
-- 

N ~ ~ ~ :  :'::!'a: I-pel-cent significancr level. :'::': 5-percent \ignilic~~nce Icvcl. :: 10-percetit signilica~icr level. 
.' In ;~b\olute valuc and cotnpawd to M ~ r c K i n n o ~ l  (19'11) c~.iiical vitlucs. 

tegrated, though the rank of co-integration is 
different among the countries. 'Thus thc VEC 
nlodel is appropriate for the case of Korea. 
Philippines, nnci Thailand, and the VAR model 
is appl-opriate for the Indonesian casc. In the 
VAR model the first difference of each vari- 
able is represented as a function of its own 
lagged values and the lagged values of the 0th- 
e r  variables. The diff'erence with thc VEC 
rnodel is that the VEC model also c~~p t i l r e s  the 
co-integrating equation, which represents the 
long-run relationship among the variables due 
to the presence of co-integration. In our case 
we have four variables for each country. l h u s  
the specification of the VAR and VEC model 
used to  conduct the analysis is as follows: 

AX, = a , ,  + C I - ,AX, ,  + n s , ,  + €, 
I I 

where AX, is an (4X I )  matrix (AX,,, AX2,, AXi,, 
and AX,, I-eprewnt agricultural prices, manu- 

f'acturing prices. exchange rate, and money 
supply, respectively); a,, is an (4X I )  vector of 
intercept terms; T , 1 X , ,  terms reflect the short- 
run relationships among elements of the X, 
matrix, that is between agricultural prices, 
n~nnuf~tcturing prices, exchange I-ate. and Inon- 
ey supply; and the rI matrix captures the long- 
r~un relationship among the variables and pro- 
vidcs the foundation to empirically address the 
overshooting hypothesis. 

The FJ lnatrix can be decomposed into two 
/ I  X r nlat~-ices, a and P, where I I = u p ' .  
Matrix p contains the co-integrating vectors 
that represent the underlying long-I-un rela- 
tionship and the a matrix describes the over- 
shooting or  the speed of acijustment at which 
each variable movcs back to  its long-run equi- 
librium. Co-integration requires the P matrix 
to contain parameters such that Z,, where Z, = 

P'X,,  is stationary (Johansen and Juselius; 
Schmidt; Crane and Nourzad). The a,,. a,,,, and 
P,,, are unknown parameters to  be esli~rlated 



Table 3. Johansen Cointegratiun T a t  Results pected to increase agricultural prices. This is 

Likeli- also true for manufacturing prices. Further, we 

hood 5-percent also conjecture a positive relationship between 
Null Ratio Critical Eigen- the exchange rate and money supply since ex- 
Hypothesis,' Statistic. Value vitl~~e pr~nsionary monetary policy woi~ld lower in- 

terest rates and lead t o  depreciation of the do- Korea 

Philippine5 

t .  = 0 
r 5 1  
1- 5 2 
r 5 3  

Thailand 

r = 0 
r 5 l  
1. 5 2 
r ' j  

Indonesia 

1. = 0 
I" 5 I 
I . 5 2  
1 . 1 3  

.' 1. is the ctrirlteg~.atinf rank 

and E, represents a vector of stochastic errors 
or innovations. 

In a VEC system it is difficult to charac- 
terize the qualitative relationships among var- 
iables and the expected sign of the unknown 
parameters to be estimated. However. we ex- 
pect that @,,, (i.e., @ , ,  P2, and p,; the long-run 
equilibrium relationship) to be positive in the 
case of the relationship among agricultural 
prices. manufacturing prices and money sup- 
ply because expansionary monetary policy is 
expected to increase the level of agricultural 
prices and manufacturing prices. Thu relation- 
ship between agricultural prices and the mon- 
ey supply, for instance, can be expressed as 

E, I - X , , ~  , - - PIXJ, ,, where X I  and X, 
are agricultural prices and money supply. re- 
spectively. This is the one-month lagged 'dis- 
equilibrium residuals' from the respective co- 
integrating equations. We expect P I  to be 
positive (i.e.. X , , - ,  = k I  + PIXj , - ,  + E,- , )  
sincc expansionary monetary policy is ex- 

rnestic currency. 
The speed of adjustment parameters, or the 

a,,,. represent overshooting parameters that in- 
dicate how cluickly the system moves back to 
its underlying long-run equilibrium. We con- 
jecture that a,,, s ( a , , ,  a??, q3) will be negative, 
indicating that agricultural and manufacturing 
prices must fall after a monetary shock to re- 
establish the long-run equilibrium among the 
money supply, agricultural prices. and manu- 
facturing prices. In the model we assume that 
manufacturing prices are more sticky than ag- 
ric~iltural prices, hence we expect that Icu,,l > 
I C Y ? ~ ~ ,  which means that agricultural prices will 
move back to their long-run equilibrium faster 
than manufacturing prices. Finally. we also ex- 
pect that ax, (effects of a money supply 
change on the exchange rate) to be negative 
which implies that the domestic currency must 
appreciate relative to other currencies to re- 
store equilibri~~rn. 

Table 4 presents a surnmary of the empirical 
estim:~tes of the (3's (long-run equilibrium re- 
lations) and a ' s  (speed of adjustment parani- 
eters) for Korea, Philippines. and Thailand. 
The results for long-run equilibrium parame- 
ters are consistent with a priori expectations 
for these countries. A I-percent increase in the 
money supply leads to 0.43 percent and 0.41 
percent, 0.98 percent and 0.94 percent. and 
0.19 percent and 0.19 percent increase in ag- 
ricultural and mr~nufacturing prices in Korea, 
Philippines. and Thailand. respectively. In the 
case of Korea and Thailand, the relationship 
between agricultural price and money supply 
is significantly different from zero, but the 
long-run rate of increase in agricultural price 
is not unit proportional to the rate of increase 
in the money supply. Thus long-run money 
neutrality does not hold in these cases. Long- 
run money neutrality holds in the case of the 
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Table 4. Parameter Estimates for the Long- has no impact on real output. With non-neutral 
run Equilibrium Relationship (P) and Over- money, which is the case with the other three 
shooting Parameters (a): Korea, Philippines, countries, money supply increases are corre- 
and Thailand lated with some other occurrence. 

Pxrameter Estimates Countries The  cases of Korea and Thailand show that 
money supply changes are positively related 

Long-run Equilibrium Relationship to prices, but not with unit elasticity. This im- 
(B)  Korea plies that money supply increases are either 

p ,  , (Agricultural) 0,43:"::* 
0.3 1 *:$:% 

negatively related to  the velocity of money or  
pLL (Man~~facturing) 

0.6 I :!::I:* 
positively related to real output changes (or P,,r (Exchange Rate) 
both). The velocity of money is usually as- 

Overshooting Parameters (a) sumed constant for most analvses, so  it is like- 
a , ,  (Agricultural) -0.10""" 

(Manufacturing) 0.01 "8: 

a,, (Exchange Rate) -0.01 3:" 

Long-run Equilibrium Relationship 
(P)  Philippines 

PI ,  (Agricultural) (1.98:k"" 
Dl, (Manufacturing) ~ , c ) J * * *  
p,, (Exchange Rate) 0.5C):e,::+ 

Overshooting Parameters (a) 

a , ,  (Agric~tltural) -0.14*"* 
aZZ (Manufacturing) 0.06:k *:;: 
a,, (Exchange Rate) -[).06:** 

Long-run Equilibrium Relationship 

(PI Thailand 
p,  , (Agricultural) 0.19** 
pll (Manufacturing) 0. I yc:,: 

Overshooting Par~lmeters (a) 

a , ,  (Agricultural) - 0. 12:1::% 
(Manufacturing) -0.0 I -- 

:r -C .; I-pcrcent signiticancc level. :!"I: 5-prrccnt significance 

level. :'; 10-percent significance level. 

Philippines where a I -percent increase in 
money supply leads to alrnost a I -percent in- 
crease in agricultural and manufacturing pric- 
es. 

To investigate the ramifications of these 
findings on money neutrality (or non-neutral- 
ity), w e  can g o  to the quantity theory of mon- 
ey and restate the well-known premise that 
MV = PY where M is the money supply, V 
is the velocity of money, P is the price level, 
and Y is real output. The finding that money 
is neutral in the Philippine5 says that as M 
increases. P will increase by approximately the 
same percentage. In this case the velocity of 
money remains constant and money supply 

ly that rnoney supply increases have resulted 
in real output changes during the observation 
period. 

During the 1990s, when Korea and Thai- 
land were growing s o  fast, it may be that mon- 
ey supply lubricated the economy and made 
financing more available to  firms for expan- 
sion. These countries grew rapidly during the 
late 1980s and early 1990s (each experienced 
annual per-capita GDP increases averaging he- 
tween 7.5 and 8.5 percent). However, there are 
probably limits to how long this positive re- 
lationship between money supply and real out- 
put can occur and the financial crisis of the 
late 1990s might be. in part, caused by the 
change in this relationship. Remember that the 
data series used for this study is before the 
Asian financial crisis which began in mid- 
1997. It is possible that money supply increas- 
es in the late 1990s no longer stimulated real 
output growth, but instead lead to  increased 
dornestic prices and downward pressure (ei- 
ther through draining of foreign currency re- 
serves or  through short-term portfolio flows) 
on their currencies. In that sense these results 
might partially explain why the crisis occul-red 
and was so  severe in these countries (note that 
the financial crisis had little impact on the 
Philippines). 

For Indonesia, where there is no  long-run 
relationship among prices and the moriey sup- 
ply, we hove the extreme case where there are 
large real output changes associated with mon- 
ey supply changes (again, assuming that the 
velocity of money is constant). Indonesia ex- 
perienced per-capita GDP growth rates similar 
to Korea and Thailand for the study period 
(approximately 7 percent per annum). Indo- 
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nesia suffered (and continues to suffer) more 
than the other three countries in terms of its 
economy and currency value, though political 
upheaval is also a part of their suffering and 
no doubt that political upheaval has adversely 
avfected the real economy. It appears that these 
results support the idea that Indonesia (and 
Korea and Thailand) enjoyed short-term ben- 
efits from expansionary monetary policy dur- 
ing the early and mid- 1990s, but they suffered 
the consequences later. 

The empirical estimates of overshooting 
parameters, the a's, are also presented in Table 
4. The results are consistent with a priori ex- 
pectation and statistically significant for all 
cases, except for manufacturing prices in the 
Korean case. where the sign is not consistent 
with the expectation. The coefficient for agri- 
cultural price ( a , , )  in Korea, 0 . 1 0 ,  implies 
that if the money supply increases, there will 
be a short-run positive departure of agricul- 
tural prices from the long-run money supply 
relationship, so agricultural prices must fall to 
restore ecluilihrium. Similar interpretations can 
be drawn from the Philippine and Thai cases. 

Agricultural prices overs11~)ot relative to 
manufacturing prices i n  all cases (la, , l > l ~ ~ ~ l ) .  
This is despite the notion that. historically, ag- 
ricultural prices in those countries have been 
subject lo government interventions through 
various policy instruments. However, trs tnen- 
tioned earlier, this study covered the periods 
of 1986-1997. when the governments began 
to launch economic reform by, among other 
things, removing contl-ols o n  agricult~rral pric- 
es. Thus the structures of the agricultural and 
manufacturing sectors are becoming similar to 
those in  developed countries in the sense that 
the agricultural price and exchange rate are 
more "flexible" and manufacturing price is 
more "sticky" during the study period. 

The degree of overshooting is influenced 
by the structure of the economy, especially 
with regard to the share of agriculture and 
manufacturing in the economy. The relatively 
large "fixed" manufacturing sector will lead 
to more overshooting of LL~I-icultut-al prices rel- 
ativc to manufacturing prices given a "Rexi- 
ble" agriculture sector. Thus it is anticipated 
that agricultural prices will overshoot most in 

Korea, since the share of the manufacturing 
sector in the economy is the largest, followed 
by Thailand and the Philippines. We also ex- 
pect that manufacturing prices adjust more in 
the Philippines than in Korea and Thailand. 
given the relative1 y small "fixed" manufac- 
turing sectors and "flexible" agricultural sec- 
tor. 

The study does not support these hypoth- 
eses. though. Instead, agricultural prices over- 
shoot most i n  Philippines where the share of 
the manufacturing sectors in the economy is 
smallest. Yet, as expected, manuf~~cturing pl-ic- 
es adjust more in the Philippilies than in Korea 
and Thailand. A possible explanation is that 
both of the agricultural and manufacturing 
sectors in Korea and Thailand arc character- 
ized by more governnient controls or monop- 
olistic structures relative to the Philippines 
leading to a situation where both manufactur- 
ing and agricultural prices adjust more in the 
Philippines. In addition. it may be the case that 
the interest rate elasticity of money demand in 
the Philippines was lower than in Thailand ancl 
Korea during the period of sti~dy. A low in- 
terest response of money demand, as rnen- 
tioried earlier, increases the degree of over- 
shooting because i t  implies that a given 
expansion in the quantity of money will in- 
duce a large reduction in the interest rate. 

For Indonesia, the Johansen's co-integra- 
tion test showed that there is no co-integration 
among variables so that the VAR model is 
more appropriate. This means that there is n o  
long-run equilibrium relationship among tlie 
variables and no overshooting of agricultural 
price in the case of Indonesia. Table 5 presents 
a summary of the estimation results for the 
VAR model, which describes the short-I-un re- 
lationship among variables with the associated 
standards errors and relevant specification di- 
agnostics. The estimation results are consistent 
with a priori expectations. As the agricultural 
price equation shows, the parameter estitn~ites 
fur tlie one-period lag of agricultural prices is 
positive and statistically signiticant. The co- 
efficient on the exc1i;tnge rate and money sup- 
ply are also positive and statistically xigniti- 
cant at the -percent  level. This indicates that 
a money supply shock will lead to a 0.06-per- 



Table 5. Vector Autoregression Model Parameter and Diagnostic: Indonesia 

Variables 

Intercept 
Trend 
AGP 
MANPR 
EXCH R 
MS 

Agricultural 
Prices (AGP) 

Manusac- 
turing 
Prices 

(MANPR) 

Exchange 
Rate 

(EXCHR) 

Money 
Supplq 
(MS) 

R-sq~lared 0.94 0.95 0.95 0.97 
AIC (Ahoike Information Criterion) -1.99 -7.92 -9.05 -3.54 
Schwarz Criteria -4.85 -7.78 -8.91 -3.40 
,. ., . 

. .--.--Y I-percent \ignificancc level. ;*'" 5-pel-cent significance level, "' 10-percent hignificnnce 16vc.l. 

cent increase in agricultural prices. In the man- 
ufacturing price equation, the coefticient of 
nioney supply is also positive and statistically 
significant at the 5-percent level, while the co- 
efficient for the exchange rate is not signifi- 
cant. In this regard. a I-percent increase in  
money supply will lead to a 0.01-percent in- 
crease in manufacturing price. 

An impulse response function tracks the evo- 
lution of economic shocks through the system. 
It traces the response of current and future val- 
ues of an endogenous variable (e.g.. agricul- 
tural or manufacturing prices) to a one-stan- 
dard deviation shock to one o f  the innovations 
(i.e., money supply in this case). Any inference 
on responses of agricultural and manufrtcturing 
prices to shocks in money supply requires a 
careful investigation of conternpol-aneous cor- 
relation among corresponding innovations. In a 
case where c o n t e ~ n ~ o r a n e o u s  correlation 
among the error\ 
irnpulse response 
com~o\ i t ion \  niav 

are present. calculation of 
functions and variance de- 

, be distorted because of thc 
effects of innovations in another variable in 
the systern at the same time. 

We performed a formal test of contempo- 
raneous causal structul-cs before calculating 
the impulse-response and variance-decompo- 
sit ion. We first applied directed graph thcory, 

as in Bessler and Akle~nan and Yang, Besslel; 
and Leatharn. Spirtes, Glymour, and Scheine 
suggest a PC algorithm to assign causal flows 
based on the existing data's partial correla- 
tions. The algorithm begins with an ~~ndi rec ted  
graph in which all the variables are originally 
connected. The program removes acljacent 
edges when partial correlations are not statis- 
tically significant from zero at an identified 
significant level and assigns causal flow direc- 
tions for the remaining edges. This method 
helps to ensure that the orderings of the errors 
for impulse-response and variance-decompo- 
sition analysis are reasonable given the data 
set. 

Figure I presents the causal flow 011 inno- 
vations from the four Asian economies gen- 
erated by the TETRAD 11-Version 3.1 soft- 
ware (Spil-tes et a t . )  under a 10-percent 
significance level. The results indicate that the 
causal structures of the four variables-agri- 
c u l t ~ ~ r a l  prices. industrial prices, exchange 
rate, and MI-are very different for the four 
countries. The I-csults for Indonesian data 
show there is no direct residual relationship 
between M 1 and exchange rate, and the effects 
of money supply changes on exchange rate re- 
siduals is indirect through agric~~ltural  and in- 
dustrial prices. The Korean results indicate n o  
relationship, direct or indirect, between the 
money supply and exchange rate in the resid- 
ual data, while innovations in both of thcsr 



Causal smcture tbr Indonesia 

Prices 

Causal sbucture for Philippines Causal structure for 'lhailand 

Figure 1. Causal flow on innovation\ from four A\ian economic\ 

variables directly affect residuals in the indus- 
trial prices. The money s~ipply and exchange 
rate af'fect agricultural pricc I-esiduuls indirect- 
ly th l -o~gh i11~iustri;il prices. 

The results for the Philippines show resid- 
uals in the agricultural prices and exchange 
rate directly affect I-esiduuls in money. while 
agricultural price residuals affect industrial 
prices directly and exchange rate indirectly 
through industrial prices. The results for Thai- 
land indicate that residuals in the Inoney sup- 
ply and exchange rate directly affect residuals 
in the agricultural prices with exchange rate 
directly affecting industrial price residuals as 

well. 

Figures 2 thl-oilgh 9 present the correspond- 
ing irnpulse response functions for agricultural 
and manufacturing prices in each country 
from a one standard deviation shock in money 
supply over a 36-month forecast horizon. As 
shown, agricultural prices increase immediate- 
ly after the monetary shock, except Ihr Thai- 
land's. 

Agricultural prices in Indonesia are im- 
mediately responsive to the monetary shock 
and they continue to increase for six months. 
After that they start t o  decline and reach a sta- 
ble pattern after 36 months. The response of 
Philippine agricultural prices is rnorr volatile. 
They jump up in the first thl-ee munths ~u11cl 
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Figures 2-9. Imp~114e re\pon\c tunction\ for agr~cultural and manufi~cturing price\ 

start to decline afterward. but throughout this 
period they are still positively influenced by 
the money supply change. After 20 months ag- 
ricultural prices are slightly lower due to the 
money supply change. 

The response ol' agricultural prices in Thai- 
land shows an oppositc pattern to the Philip- 
pines for early months. Agricultul-al prices fall 
slightly in the first three months. but rebound 
quickly and I-espond positively until reaching 
equilibrium after approsirnately 20 months. In  
Korea. ~~gricultural  prices are not immediately 

responsive to a money supply shock. They dc- 
crease for the first fiwr months and then start 
to  increase for the next four months: after- that 
they begin to decline. After approximately 25 
months the effect on agricultural prices be- 
comes negative and continues to decline. All 
the agricultural price responses display a cy- 
clical pattern in the very short run, two to four 
mo~iths. but it seems that agricultural prices in 
Philippines increase the most from a money 
supply increase in the short run. 

Manufacturing prices begin to fall imme- 



diately after the money supply shock in thc 
c a w \  of Korea, Philippines, and Thailand, but 
they climb back gradually and reach equilib- 
rium after 35 months for Thailand. Meau- 

Table 6. Variance Decomposition on the Ef- 
fects of Money Supply Changes on Agricul- 
tural Price and Manufacturing Prices (36- 
month H o r i ~ o n )  

while, in the Korean and Philippines cases. 
they continue to decline even after 36 month\. 
After the initial increase in manufacturing 

Agricul- Manufac- 
turd turinp 

Prices Prices 
price\ from the tnoney \upply \hock. munu- 
facturing price\ in Indonesia b e g ~ n  to Fall 
slightly r~ncl reach ecluilibrii~~n after 70 months. 
Meanwhile. ~nan~~f'actul-ing prices' I-csponse in 
Thailand incl-ea\e\ a f ter  two  month\  and  
reache\ equilibrium aftel- 30 month\. Ovel-all, 
manufacturing prices arc soniewhat more sta- 
ble than agricultural prices. 

The variance decomposition estin~atec the 
percentage of variation in the forecast error of 
an endogenous variable explained by its n\vn 

shocks and the proportion explained by shocks 
in other variables. In our case we would like 
to know the \ill-iance decomposition for the 
effects of a pwitive money supply \hock o n  
agl-icultural and manufacturing prices. 

Table 6 summarizes the variance ciccom- 
position li)r a positive money sitpply sh0c.k on 
agricultural  and  manufactur ing prices. As  
shown. 76 percent. 87  percent, 3 pel-cent, and 
57 percent of agricultural price in Korea, Phil- 
ippines, Thailand, and Indonesia. respectively, 
Lire explained by its o w n  \hock. Shock in mon- 
ey supply explains I percent. 1.5 percent. 3 
percent. and I2 percent of agricultural price in 
Korea. Philippines, Thailand. and Intlonesia, 
respectively. Further, it also shows that 33 pcr- 
cent. 3.5 percent. 95 percent, and 1 percent oI' 
manufactu~-ing price in Korea, Philippines, 
Thailand. and Indonesia, I-espectively, arc ex- 
plained by its own shock. Shock in money 
supply explains 2 1 pel-cent, 1.5 percent, 0. l 
percent. and 17 percent of r n a n ~ ~ t ~ c t u r i n g  price 
in Korea. Philippines. Thailand. and Indone- 
5111. 

The variance decompositions show how 
the variables in the nlodel interplay to intlu- 
ence one another. The results show striking 
contrasts by country anci sector. For the Ko- 
rean agricultural sector there are strong direct 
linkages with the manufacturing sector: how- 
ever. there is little linkage betueen apricultui-al 
prices ant1 nioney supply. In contrast, the link- 

Korea 

Agricultural PI-ices 
M:~nut'actul.ing Prices 
Exchange Rare 
M o n g  Suppl) 

Philippine\ 
Agricultural Price4 
Manufacr~~ring Priccs 
Exchange Rare 
Money Supply 

Thailand 

Agricultural Price4 
Manul.acti~~.in;r Prices 
Exchange Rate 
Money Supply 

Indonesia 

A g r i c ~ l t i ~ r ~ ~ l  Prices 
Manuf~~cturing Price.; 
F,xchange Rate 
Money Supply 

age between Thailand'\ agricultural sector and 
manufacturing sector is going one way. for the 
most part from rnan~~facturing to the agricul- 
tural sector. Money supply changes have sotne 
influence on Indonesian agricultur:~l and man- 
ufacturing sectors. The money supply's influ- 
ence is greatest li>r Korean and thc least for 
Thaililnci's mun~ifacturing prices. Each country 
seems to have very different variance decom- 
positions, implying a very different struct~ire 
for price relationships. Howe\w.  once all the 
interrelationships are t i~ken into consideration. 
monetary policy has a larger impact on agri- 
cultural prices in Indonesia than any othcr 
country. a I-esult that was not expected a priori. 

For the ~nanufactu~-ing sector. one notice\ ;i 
strong indirect monetary linkage for Korea 
through ag1-icultural prices and the exchange 
I-ate, which is a bit surprising given (hat Ko- 
rean agricultural prices were not influenced 
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through manufacturing prices. Thailand's 
manufacturing prices see monetary influences 
coming strongly through manufacturing pric- 
es, which is consistent with the finding for 
their agriculti~ral prices. Monetary policy has 
a strong indirect linkage through the exchange 
rate for manufacturing prices in the Philip- 
pines. 

Summary and Conclusions 

This paper examined the impacts of monetary 
policy on agricultural prices in four Asian 
countries using well-established econometric 
time series analysis along with graph theory. 
The estimations clearly show that agricultural 
prices overshoot their long-run equilibrii~rn 
values for Korea, Philippines, and Thailand, 
and that this overshooting for agricultural pric- 
es is larger than for manufiictured p,ices. The 
impulse response functions based on directed 
graphs and causal approach in the data show 
that this departure from equilibrium takes 
quite a while before it disappears in rnany in- 
stances. especially for agricultural prices in In- 
donesia and Korea. 

The variance-decomposition analysis high- 
lights the co~nplcx interplay among the vari- 
ables in the model and how those relationships 
differ by country. Thailand has very strong 
linkages between the agricultural and manu- 
facturing sectors. whereas those linkages are 
minor in Indonesia and Philippines. Monetary 
policy works through the exchange rate for ag- 
ricultural prices in Indonesia and manufactur- 
ing prices in Philippines, but not for agricul- 
tural or manufacturing prices in Thailand and 
Korea. More analysis beyond this study, how- 
ever, is required to fully understand these re- 
lationships. 

The results show that money is not neutral 
in three of the four countries analyzed, which 
is rather surprising. Specifically, the results in- 
dicate that there is no relationship between the 
money supply and prices in Indonesia, where- 
as only about 20 percent and 40 percent of the 
change in money supply is passed forward to 
agricultural and manufacturing prices in Thai- 
land and Korea. respectively. This rnight par- 
tially explain the fast per-capita growth rates 

in Indonesia, Korea, and Thailand during the 
late 1980s and early 1990s, and could be a 
partial explanation of the financial crisis for 
the same countries in the late 1990s. 

The analysis clearly lends insights into how 
monetary policy impacts the agricultural and 
manufacturing sectors of these East Asian 
economies. Money supply changes clearly af- 
fect real variables and relative prices, at least 
in the short-run, for  all countries either 
through overshooting or the non-neutrality of 
money. Future studies of price relationships in 
less-developed countries need to be cognizant 
of the findings that overshooting occurs and 
can distort economic decision making in the 
short and long run. More detailed sector or 
comrnodity studies should incorporate these 
monetary linkages if they are to fully reflect 
the integration of these markets with the mac- 
ro economy. The findings strengthen the call 
for stable monetary policy that results in 
smooth price changes and less disruptive price 
changes in the agricultural and manufacturing 
sectors. 
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